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EZ: An Easy Way to Conduct a More Fine-Grained Analysis
of Faked and Nonfaked Implicit Association Test (IAT)
Data
Jessica Röhnera, B and Philipp Thossa
a

Chemnitz University of Technology

Abstract Although faking on the Implicit Association Test (IAT) is a relevant problem, it has not yet
been considered for the traditional IAT effect (D measure). Research has suggested that diffusionmodel-based IAT effects may be useful as IATv is related to the construct-related variance and IATa
and IATt0 have both been assumed to provide indications of faking. Recent research used fast-dm
to reanalyze nonfaked and faked IAT data under various faking conditions (faking low vs. faking
high scores in a naı̈ve vs. informed manner). The results showed that faking affected IATv . However, there was an impact on IATa when people knew how to fake and had to fake low scores. Thus,
diffusion model analyses deliver additional information, but they are also very complex to perform.
The diffusion tool EZ is easy to handle and very powerful, but researchers do not yet know whether
IATv , IATa , and IATt0 deliver similar information about the components in IAT results when they
are obtained with EZ. Thus, we used EZ to reanalyze the data set described above. The results from
fast-dm and EZ were comparable, but EZ had somewhat higher statistical power. IATv was impacted by faking, thus replicating the ﬁnding that diffusion model analyses cannot yet be used to
completely separate construct- and faking-speciﬁc variance from each other. However, replicating
and extending the ﬁndings that were obtained with fast-dm, informed faking had an impact on
IATa and IATt0 , which might both serve as indicators of faking. Thus, our results indicate that EZ
as well as fast-dm is a powerful tool that can help researchers to interpret IAT results.
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Introduction
A valuable quality of the diffusion model is that it provides detailed information about the cognitive processes
underlying performance on binary decision tasks regarding a variety of psychological phenomena (e. g., recognition memory, Spaniol, Madden, & Voss, 2006; lexical decisions, Ratcliff, Thapar, Gomez, & McKoon, 2004; perceptual discrimination, A. Voss, Rothermund, & Voss, 2004;
A. Voss, Rothermund, & Brandstädter, 2008; priming effects, A. Voss, Rothermund, Gast, & Wentura, 2013; faking, Röhner & Ewers, 2016b; see also A. Voss, Nagler,
& Lerche, 2013). As such, it allows researchers to explain the observed data (i.e., reaction times and errors) in

terms of psychologically meaningful processes (e. g., the
ease of decision making, the response caution, and even
nondecision-related processes). Along these lines, recent
research by Klauer, Voss, Schmitz, and Teige-Mocigemba
(2007) as well as by Röhner and Ewers (2016b) has shown
that diffusion model analyses can be used to analyze and
interpret the results of a very popular and frequently applied binary decision task (Bosson, Swann, & Pennebaker,
2000; Rudolph, Schröder-Abé, Schütz, Gregg, & Sedikides,
2008) called the Implicit Association Test (IAT; Greenwald,
McGhee, & Schwartz, 1998) in a much more ﬁne-grained
manner.
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What is the IAT?
The IAT was designed as a computerized categorization
task to assess automatic implicit associations between two
target concepts and one attribute dimension by using participants’ observable data (i.e., reaction times and errors).
Considered to assess automatic, uncontrollable, and thus,
pure associations of participants even in socially sensitive
areas (e. g., pedophilia, racism, stereotypes, or sexism; see
e. g., Agerström & Rooth, 2011; Banse, Schmidt, & Clarbour,
2010; Banse, Seise, & Zerbes, 2001; Carlsson & Björklund,
2010; Gray, Brown, MacCulloch, Smith, & Snowden, 2005;
Greenwald et al., 1998; Greenwald & Banaji, 1995; Latu
et al., 2011), the IAT has of course attracted an enormous
amount of research interest in recent years.
When taking the IAT, participants encounter stimuli
that appear consecutively in the middle of the computer
screen. They are asked to sort these stimuli into four
different categories: (a) two contrasting target concept
categories comprising the target dimension and (b) two
contrasting attribute categories comprising the attribute
dimension. The target dimension of an example IAT
for the construct extraversion (Back, Schmukle, & Egloff,
2009) includes self-relevant versus non-self-relevant words
(e. g., me vs.
others), and the attribute dimension
includes extraversion-related versus introversion-related
words (e. g., talkative vs. shy). As participants take the IAT,
their reaction times and errors (i.e., wrongly categorized
stimuli) are recorded by the computer.
The IAT consists of a total of seven blocks. Blocks 1,
2, and 5 are the so-called single or practice blocks, which
introduce the target or attribute discrimination. In these
blocks, the categories of either the target concepts or the
attribute concepts are presented in the upper left and right
corners of the display screen. Participants are instructed to
respond to exemplars of each category by pressing a key on
the same side as the label. Blocks 3, 4, 6, and 7 are called
the combined blocks. For these, the attribute discrimination is paired with the target discrimination (i.e., participants must assign words from all four categories in these
blocks). Thus, on the extraversion IAT, in Blocks 3 and 4
(the compatible phase), participants must respond to selfrelevant and extraversion-related words with one key and
to non-self-relevant and introversion-related words with
the other key. In Blocks 6 and 7 (the incompatible phase),
participants must respond to introversion-related and selfrelevant words with one key and to extraversion-related
and non-self-relevant words with the other key.
The rationale behind the IAT is that the sorting task
should be easier and thus completed more quickly when
the two concepts that share one response key are strongly
associated. If two concepts are only weakly associated,

sorting them into one category should be more diﬃcult and
should be conducted more slowly. The presentation of the
combined phases can be counterbalanced in the IAT (i.e.,
either the compatible phase is followed by the incompatible phase or vice versa). We present only the most common
order here so that we can avoid unnecessarily complicating our description of the IAT.
The traditional IAT effect and its possible contamination
The traditional IAT effect (i.e., the so-called D measure; see
Greenwald, Nosek, & Banaji, 2003a, 2003b) is computed as
the difference in reaction times between the incompatible phase and the compatible phase divided by their overall standard deviation. It is used as an indicator of the
strength of the association between the presented concepts
(e. g., here, self and extraversion).
Although the IAT’s validity for measuring automatic associations has been documented in a number of studies
(e. g., Banse et al., 2001; Bar-Anan & Nosek, 2014; Gawronski, 2002; Greenwald et al., 1998; Hofmann, Gawronski,
Gschwendner, Le, & Schmitt, 2005), its result might nevertheless be contaminated by factors other than the automatic associations that the IAT is supposed to assess. Research has shown that the traditional IAT effect (i.e., the
D measure; Greenwald et al., 2003a, 2003b) contains not
only variance related to the construct but also methodspeciﬁc variance (e. g., Back, Schmukle, & Egloff, 2005; McFarland & Crouch, 2002; Mierke & Klauer, 2003) and fakingrelated variance (e. g., De Houwer, Beckers, & Moors, 2007;
Fiedler & Bluemke, 2005; McDaniel, Beier, Perkins, Goggin, & Frankel, 2009; Röhner, Schröder-Abé, & Schütz, 2011,
2013; Steffens, 2004). Here, the diffusion model comes into
play.
What is the Diffusion Model?
The diffusion model (e. g., Ratcliff, 1978, 2014; Ratcliff,
Gomez, & McKoon, 2004; Ratcliff & Rouder, 1998, 2000) represents a stochastic model for binary decision tasks. It is
built on the assumption that people continuously accumulate information (i.e., response evidence) from the stimuli
presented in a task in order to make decisions. After collecting suﬃcient information, they make their decision.
In Figure 1, a sample decision path for a ﬁctional participant (we will call him Patrick) is represented in order
to explain the process underlying the diffusion model. It
distinguishes between two periods: the period of the actual decision process (represented by parameters v and a)
and the nondecision period (represented by parameter t0
or Ter respectively; to simplify matters, we will use only
the form t0 hereafter). During the actual decision process, Patrick makes his decision on the basis of the information presented by the stimulus. The nondecision pe-
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The diffusion process underlying the diffusion model (cf. Schmitz & Voss, 2012). The diffusion model distinguishes between the nondecision parameter (parameter t0 or Ter , respectively) and parameters from the actual decision
process (parameters v and a). The X-axis represents time and is read from left to right. The Y-axis represents the responserelated decision with two response criteria which are placed at 0 (for incorrect responses) and a (for correct responses).
The counter begins ﬂuctuating as a function of information that accumulates with time at the postulated point z . The accumulation of information includes systematic as well as random inﬂuences. As soon as one of the two response criteria
is crossed, the decision process is terminated, and the corresponding response is initiated. In the sample path for one
trial shown in the ﬁgure, the participant accumulates enough information to privide the correct response. Parameter v is
the mean amount of accumulated information for one participant across a certain number of trials and for a given type
of stimuli. Distributions of correct and incorrect responses are displayed outside their respective response critera. This
ﬁgure is reused from Röhner and Ewers (2016b). Copyright 2016 by the Psychonomic Society. All right reserved. Used
with permission.
Figure 1

riod includes processes that are applied before and after
the actual decision (e. g., Patrick’s perceptual encoding of
the stimulus and his motor execution of a key press to indicate his decision). The X-axis represents time. The Y-axis
represents the response-related decision axis.
Patrick’s decision process begins at a certain starting
point (i.e., point z ). Beginning at this point, Patrick accumulates systematic and random information over time.
Thus, his sample decision path runs like an internal
counter that changes over time. The counter thereby runs
in a corridor between two response criteria, which are located on the response-related decision axis. The two response criteria are placed at 0 and a. Each criterion represents one of the two response alternatives. In our example, the upper criterion (i.e., a) corresponds to the correct response (i.e., Response C), whereas the lower criterion corresponds to the incorrect response (i.e., Response
I). The counter is driven in opposite directions by informa-

tion supporting the two different decisional outcomes (i.e.,
the response alternatives).
As soon as one of the two response criteria (i.e., the
upper criterion a or the lower criterion 0) is crossed, the
decision process is terminated, and the response linked to
the respective response criterion is initiated. For Patrick’s
sample decision path, the upper criterion is crossed, and
thus, the correct response is initiated (see Klauer et al.,
2007; Ratcliff, Thapar, Gomez, & McKoon, 2004; Schmitz &
Voss, 2012). Decision tasks typically include more than one
trial. After the ﬁrst decision has been made, a second and
even some additional decisions will usually follow. Patrick
will, for example, provide the response related to the ﬁrst
decision and will then begin again by encoding the next
stimulus by accumulating information until one of the criteria is satisﬁed. He will then provide the next response
and so on. Parameter v represents the mean amount of information that Patrick accumulates across a certain num-
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ber of decision processes. The distributions of correct and
incorrect responses on several hypothetical trials are displayed outside their respective response criteria in Figure
1.
The basic diffusion model versus the full diffusion model.
The parameters that were mentioned above (i.e., parameters v , a, t0 , and z ) are deﬁned in the so-called basic
diffusion model. The basic diffusion model can be extended by adding parameters that ﬁt special research applications and allow for variability in trial-by-trial performances within a participant and an experiment. In this
so-called full diffusion model, there are three additional
parameters: (i) the intertrial variability in the (relative)
starting point (i.e., parameter szr ) that describes Patrick’s
trial-by-trial variation in the starting point relative to the
threshold separation (see Ratcliff & Rouder, 1998), (ii) the
intertrial variability of the drift (i.e., parameter sv ) that
describes Patrick’s trial-by-trial variation in accumulation
rate (see Ratcliff, 1978), and (iii) the intertrial variability
of nondecisional components (i.e., parameter st0 ) that describes Patrick’s trial-by-trial variation in nondecision time
(see Ratcliff & Tuerlinckx, 2002). Both models also include
a scaling parameter (i.e., parameter s) that quantiﬁes a
stochastic, nonsystematic component of the information
accumulation process in each trial.
Whether the basic or the full diffusion model ﬁts the
data appropriately has to be carefully considered and decided by the researcher. For most research applications,
the basic diffusion model might be suﬃcient (e. g., Van
Ravenzwaaij, Donkin, & Vandekerckhove, 2016) because
it contains the most informative parameters v , a, and t0
of the diffusion process (see Klauer et al., 2007; Ratcliff &
Rouder, 1998; Schmitz & Voss, 2012; A. Voss et al., 2004),
whose validities have furthermore already been successfully demonstrated in various experiments (e. g., Ratcliff,
Thapar, Gomez, & McKoon, 2004; Ratcliff, Thapar, & McKoon, 2001; Thapar, Ratcliff, & McKoon, 2003; A. Voss et
al., 2004). By contrast, the additional intertrial variability parameters of the full diffusion model (i.e., parameters
szr , sv , and st0 ) are usually not very reliable (Schmitz &
Voss, 2012) and require many trials in the order of about
N = 1, 000 (A. Voss, Voss, & Lerche, 2015) to be estimated
reliably. For these reasons, we will describe only the three
parameters v , a, and t0 of the basic diffusion model in a
more detailed manner, by referring to our ﬁctional participant Patrick.
The most informative parameters of the basic diffusion
model.
The construct parameter v . Parameter v refers to
Patrick’s performance in the actual decision process. It

quantiﬁes the eﬃcacy with which Patrick accumulated
response-related information. In other words, parameter
v describes how easy it was for Patrick to make a decision. The higher Patrick’s value on parameter v , the faster
Patrick reacted while simultaneously committing only a
few errors, or stated more simply, the easier it was for
Patrick to make his decision.
The response caution parameter a. Parameter a refers
to the amount of evidence Patrick accumulated before he
made a decision in the actual decision process. It quantiﬁes a nonability-related personality characteristic that
contributes to speed-accuracy settings (Schmitz & Voss,
2012): the so-called response caution. People differ in
whether they prefer a conservative response mode (i.e., respond more slowly but with high accuracy) or a more liberal response mode (i.e., respond more quickly by accepting the risk of increased errors). The higher Patrick’s value
on parameter a, the more information he sampled before
he made his decision, or stated more simply, the more conservative his response mode was.
The nondecision parameter t0 . Parameter t0 refers to
nondecision components in Patrick’s reaction time (cf.
Klauer et al., 2007; Schmitz & Voss, 2012). This includes,
for example, the perceptual encoding of the stimuli, task
preparation, task switching, and the execution of motor responses (e. g., Klauer et al., 2007; Schmitz & Voss, 2012).
The last item in particular has found a great deal of empirical support (e. g., A. Voss et al., 2004; Ratcliff, Thapar,
& McKoon, 2006). The higher Patrick’s value on parameter
t0 , the more time he took to press a response key (e. g., due
to his ability to execute this motor response).
Can Diffusion Model analyses help in the interpretation of IAT results?
The traditional IAT effect (i.e., the D measure; Greenwald et
al., 2003a, 2003b) can be contaminated by method-speciﬁc
variance (e. g., Back et al., 2005; McFarland & Crouch,
2002; Mierke & Klauer, 2003) and faking-related variance
(e. g., De Houwer et al., 2007; Fiedler & Bluemke, 2005;
McDaniel et al., 2009). Klauer et al. (2007) therefore investigated whether diffusion model analyses can help to
separate construct-related variance from method-related
variance. They demonstrated that the parameters v , a,
and t0 of the diffusion model allow the researcher to compute three dissociable IAT effects (i.e., IATv , IATa , and
IATt0 ) by subtracting the parameters that were estimated
in the compatible phase from the parameters that were estimated in the incompatible phase in each case (i.e., IATv
= parameter v incompatible phase - parameter v compatible phase, IATa = parameter a incompatible phase parameter a compatible phase, and IATt0 = parameter
t0 incompatible phase - parameter t0 compatible phase).
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Whereas IATv was shown to be signiﬁcantly related to the
construct-related variance of the IAT, IATa was shown to
be related to method-speciﬁc variance (Klauer et al., 2007).
In other words: The diffusion-model-based IAT effects allow the construct-related variance to be separated from
the method-speciﬁc variance. Klauer et al. (2007) supposed
that IATa and IATt0 may provide indications of faking.
Hereupon, Röhner and Ewers (2016b) investigated
whether diffusion model analyses can be used to separate
construct-related variance from faking-related variance.
They investigated the impact of faking on the diffusionmodel-based IAT effects (i.e., IATv , IATa , and IATt0 ) that
were computed from the estimated parameters v , a, and
t0 with fast-dm (A. Voss & Voss, 2007, 2008). Therefore,
Röhner and Ewers (2016b) used a total of four faking conditions (i.e., faking low vs. high scores and faking in a
naı̈ve vs. informed manner). Under so-called naı̈ve faking conditions, participants were asked to fake high or low
scores without any hints about how to do so, whereas under so-called informed faking, they were asked to fake high
or low scores after receiving hints about how to do so. If
faking-related variance can be completely separated from
construct-related variance, faking should have had an impact on IATa and IATt0 but not on IATv .
The results of this study demonstrated that diffusionmodel-based IAT effects are quite helpful for providing a
more ﬁne-grained interpretation of IAT effects. Although
IATv was impacted by faking in most faking conditions,
and thus, it is not yet possible to simply remove the fakingrelated variance of the IAT effect, the results were nevertheless promising. The impact of faking on IATv was
much less pronounced under the easier informed faking
conditions compared with the more diﬃcult naı̈ve faking
conditions (cf. Röhner et al., 2013). Under the informed
faking of low scores (i.e., the comparably easiest and most
likely faking condition; see Röhner & Ewers, 2016b; cf.
Röhner et al., 2013), IATv was even unaffected. In addition, IATa was impacted under this condition and thus
might be useful as an indicator of faking attempts here.
IATt0 was not at all affected by faking. In sum, the impact of faking on the diffusion-model-based IAT effects depended on the faking conditions. Whereas naı̈ve faking
was not indicated at all, informed attempts to fake low
might be indicated by IATa .
According to the results by Klauer et al. (2007) as well
as Röhner and Ewers (2016b), analyzing the IAT with diffusion model analyses is advantageous for better understanding the processes behind the IAT effect. Why do researchers not use diffusion model analyses more often as
an additional tool that can enable them to interpret IAT results in a more ﬁne-grained manner?

Possible obstacles to using Diffusion Model analyses
Compared with the quick and easy way to compute the IAT
effect with the D measure, analyzing IAT results with diffusion model analyses is of course much more complex and
time-consuming (e. g., Röhner & Ewers, 2016a, 2016b). Due
to the complexity of the diffusion model, only a small circle of experts has used diffusion model analyses to analyze
their data to date (e. g., A. Voss, Nagler, & Lerche, 2013; Wagenmakers, van der Maas, & Grasman, 2007; Wagenmakers, van der Maas, Dolan, & Grasman, 2008). From an applied point of view, the increased complexity and the corresponding additional investments of effort and time might
be the main reasons for why researchers from outside the
“diffusion model universe” tend to abstain from using diffusion model analyses. In particular, there might be researchers who would like to use diffusion model analyses
to investigate their IAT data in more detail, but if they are
not yet familiar with diffusion model analyses, they might
be deterred from doing so.
EZ: An easy and powerful way to apply Diffusion Model analyses
It is important to note that there are different tools that
can be used to analyze data with diffusion modeling (e. g.,
DMAT, Vandekerckhove & Tuerlinckx, 2007, 2008; EZ, Wagenmakers et al., 2007; EZ2, Grasman, Wagenmakers, &
van der Maas, 2009; robust-EZ, Wagenmakers et al., 2008;
fast-dm, A. Voss & Voss, 2007, 2008; HDDM, Wiecki, Sofer,
& Frank, 2013; HDM, Vandekerckhove, Tuerlinckx, & Lee,
2011). They differ a lot with regard to what they require
from the user. Among these tools, EZ can be considered
an ideal tool to start with—especially for nonexperts in diffusion modeling (e. g., researchers who would like to easily and quickly analyze their IAT data in a more detailed
manner with the help of diffusion modeling but have never
done so before).
From a practical standpoint, EZ is easier to handle than
the other tools for several reasons. First, most tools (DMAT,
fast-dm, HDDM, and HDM) use the entire reaction time distribution for both correct and incorrect responses as input.
Thus, the researcher has to invest time into putting those
distributions into the requested format (see, e. g., Röhner
& Ewers, 2016a). EZ does not require that kind of input.
Instead, it needs only three values that the researcher can
compute quite quickly (i.e., the mean of the reaction times,
the variance of the reaction times, and the percentage of
correct responses) as input. Second, EZ estimates only the
most informative parameters (i.e., parameter v , parameter a, and parameter t0 ; see also Klauer et al., 2007; Ratcliff & Rouder, 1998; Schmitz & Voss, 2012; A. Voss et al.,
2004). In other words, it forgoes some parameters from
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Ratcliff’s diffusion model (i.e., parameter z , which is ﬁxed
to a/2 in EZ, parameter szr , parameter sv , and parameter
st0 ; see, e. g., Wagenmakers et al., 2007). Thus, the number
of parameters to be interpreted is reduced to a minimum
and seems much more manageable, especially for novices
in diffusion modeling. Third, no optimization or ﬁtting
routine is necessary, which provides two strong beneﬁts
for practical implementations. On the one hand, it means
that the researcher does not need to be familiar with complex ﬁtting routines (e. g., Van Ravenzwaaij et al., 2016).
On the other hand, the researcher can obtain the parameters immediately (Wagenmakers et al., 2007). Altogether,
EZ seems to be an ideal tool for ﬁrst-time users to conduct
diffusion model analyses.
EZ has been criticized for being too easy because it operates at a more macroscopic level and might not capture
all aspects of reality that one might consider important (cf.
Ratcliff, 2008). Research by Van Ravenzwaaij and Oberauer (2009), however, demonstrated that EZ, when compared with other tools (i.e., DMAT and fast-dm), does a considerably better job at recovering the most informative parameters v , a, and t0 when confronted with a small number of trials and thus is sometimes more capable of capturing experimental effects on the parameters. In addition, Van Ravenzwaaij and Oberauer (2009) indicated that
EZ, in comparison with fast-dm, is associated with more
statistical power to detect signiﬁcant effects. Fast-dm was
sometimes found to yield smaller differences between the
experimental conditions than actually existed (Van Ravenzwaaij & Oberauer, 2009).
Summing up, recent research has also shown that not
only is the EZ diffusion model easy to use (e. g., Grasman
et al., 2009), but it also provides a very powerful test of
simple experimental effects (e. g., Van Ravenzwaaij et al.,
2016). Thus, although EZ might not be applicable to the
broad range of data patterns for which other tools including the full diffusion model will be more appropriate, EZ
will by virtue of its simplicity sometimes be even better at
detecting effects (see Van Ravenzwaaij et al., 2016).
The present study
Given that (a) the IAT represents a very popular measure
(Bosson et al., 2000; Rudolph et al., 2008), (b) its fakeability has already been well-documented (e. g., Fiedler &
Bluemke, 2005; Röhner et al., 2011, 2013; Steffens, 2004), (c)
diffusion model analyses are advantageous for interpreting IAT results (Klauer et al., 2007; Röhner & Ewers, 2016b),
and (d) most likely the main obstacle that prevents researchers from using diffusion model analyses is the complexity of such analyses (e. g., A. Voss, Rothermund, Gast,
& Wentura, 2013; Wagenmakers et al., 2007; Wagenmakers
et al., 2008), an important question is whether EZ might be

a tool that combines the advantage of being an easy diffusion model analysis to apply with the advantage of offering
a better interpretation of IAT results. Previous research
has focused on fast-dm as one way to compute and analyze
IAT effects with diffusion model analyses (e. g., Röhner &
Ewers, 2016b). Thus far, EZ has not been used, although it
can be considered to be associated with, on the one hand,
especially quick and easy diffusion modeling even for nonexperts, and on the other hand, high statistical power in
detecting the impact of experimental manipulations on the
model parameters (Van Ravenzwaaij & Oberauer, 2009).
Based on its characteristic of combining easy and quick diffusion model analyses as well as the powerful detection of
the impact on the model parameters, it is relevant to investigate whether EZ can be used to analyze and interpret IAT
results in a more ﬁne-grained manner. For these reasons,
we used EZ to reanalyze a data set of faked and nonfaked
IAT effects. Our study’s hypotheses are summarized as follows.
1. Because IATv was impacted by naı̈ve faking when it
was computed on parameter v in the compatible and
incompatible IAT phases when estimated with fast-dm
(see Röhner & Ewers, 2016b), we expected that IATv
would also be impacted by naı̈ve faking when computed on parameter v in the compatible and incompatible IAT phases when estimated with EZ. We expected
IATv to be less impacted by faking attempts under informed faking conditions when computed on parameter v in the compatible and incompatible IAT phases
when estimated with EZ because of the results that
have been found for IATv on parameter v in the compatible and incompatible IAT phases when estimated
with fast-dm.
2. Because IATa was impacted by informed faking of
low scores when it was computed on parameter a in
the compatible and incompatible IAT phases when estimated with fast-dm (see Röhner & Ewers, 2016b), we expected that IATa would also be impacted by informed
faking of low scores when computed on parameter a
in the compatible and incompatible IAT phases when
estimated with EZ. We did not expect an impact of
naı̈ve faking of low and high scores or an impact of informed faking of high scores on IATa when computed
on parameter a in the compatible and incompatible IAT
phases when estimated with EZ because IATa was also
not impacted under these conditions when it was computed on parameter a in the compatible and incompatible IAT phases when estimated with fast-dm.
3. Because IATt0 was not impacted by any faking attempts (i.e., faking low or high scores under naı̈ve or
informed faking) when it was computed on parameter
t0 in the compatible and incompatible IAT phases when
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estimated with fast-dm (see Röhner & Ewers, 2016b),
we expected that IATt0 would also not be inﬂuenced
by faking when computed on parameter t0 in the compatible and incompatible IAT phases when estimated
with EZ.
Method
Data for reanalysis
In order to be able to compare the results of EZ with the results of fast-dm, we reanalyzed the published data set that
was already used to examine the process components in
the IAT with fast-dm by Röhner and Ewers (2016b) and that
was originally collected to investigate the behavior of fakers on the IAT (Röhner et al., 2013). In the data set from
Röhner et al. (2013), a total of 84 volunteers (64 female; 74
students) from Chemnitz University of Technology participated in the study in exchange for personal feedback and
partial course credit (see Röhner et al., 2013). Their mean
age was 22.37 years (SD = 4.45).
Participants were randomly assigned to one of three
conditions: (a) a control group, (b) a faking condition LH
(faking low scores ﬁrst and high scores second), or (c) a faking condition HL (faking high scores ﬁrst and low scores
second). All participants completed an extraversion IAT
(Back et al., 2009) a total of three times. First, they completed the IAT once without faking instructions (i.e., baseline assessment). Participants in the control group then
completed the IAT two more times without further instructions. Participants in the faking conditions were asked to
fake the IAT ﬁrst with no information about the IAT’s rationale or faking strategies (naı̈ve faking). Afterwards, they
were told how to fake the IAT and were asked to fake the
IAT again (informed faking). Participants in the LH faking
condition faked low scores under the naı̈ve faking condition and high scores under the informed faking condition.
Participants in the HL faking condition faked high scores
under the naı̈ve faking condition and low scores under the
informed faking condition.

to 0.1. We followed this convention in our analyses.
Pretreatment of the data set. In order to keep the input
for the diffusion model analyses identical to that of Röhner
and Ewers (2016a, 2016b), we followed the recommendation by A. Voss, Rothermund, Gast, and Wentura (2013) as
well as A. Voss and Voss (2008) to remove outliers from the
individual response-time distribution if participants had
reaction times below 200 ms or above 5,000 ms. We excluded 156 trials (i.e., 0.3% of the trials). Because we set parameter s to the conventional value of 0.1, we accordingly
transformed our reaction time data from milliseconds to
seconds before further analyses.
Computation of the input variables. We computed the
mean reaction time, the variance of the reaction times, and
the percentage of correct responses separately for each
participant (N = 84) and each combined IAT phase type
(i.e., compatible vs. incompatible phase) within every measurement occasion (i.e., baseline, retest/naı̈ve faking, and
retest/informed faking). Two participants had to be excluded from further analyses due to their percentage of
correct responses of exactly 0.5.
Parameter estimation. We used EZ to estimate the independent EZ diffusion models for each participant and each
combined IAT phase type within every measurement occasion. Altogether, we computed 492 EZ diffusion model
analyses (i.e., 82 participants × 2 phase types × 3 measurement occasions). Each diffusion model analysis was based
on about 96 trials (i.e., exactly 96 trials in the absence of
outlier trials and an average of 92 trials when outliers were
excluded).

Computation of the compatibility effects. On the basis
of the parameters estimated in the EZ diffusion model analyses, we computed the compatibility effects IATv , IATa ,
and IATt0 . We did so by subtracting the parameters that
were estimated in the compatible phase from the parameters that were estimated in the incompatible phase (i.e.,
IATv = parameter v incompatible phase - parameter v
compatible phase, IATa = parameter a incompatible phase
- parameter a compatible phase, and IATt0 = parameter t0
incompatible phase - parameter t0 compatible phase; see
Analytical approach
Klauer et al., 2007). Because of this computation of the
We used the Excel sheet from the EZ software, which can
compatibility effects, negative values on IATv indicate a
be downloaded (see http://www.ejwagenmakers.com/papers.
strong association between the self and extraversion and
html). Note that a JavaScript, R Code, and a MATLAB implepositive values on IATv indicate a weak association bementation are also available on this site. Also note that it is
tween the self and extraversion.
possible to download the EZ2 software and the robust-EZ
Analyzing the compatibility effects and the paramesoftware. We used the EZ software for our analyses. In the
ters. After computing the input variables for the EZ difExcel sheet, the speciﬁc value of parameter s can be chofusion model analyses (i.e., the mean reaction time, the
sen. Note that parameter s represents a scaling parameter.
variance of the reaction times, and the percentage of corIn other words, changes in the s parameter lead to changes
rect responses), estimating the parameters, and computin other parameters (e. g., if s doubles, other parameters
ing the compatibility effects, we used repeated-measures
double accordingly). In practice, parameter s is usually set
ANOVAs to test our hypotheses. For all ANOVAs, we set α
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to .05. First, we computed 3 (measurement occasion) ×
3 (experimental group) ANOVAs with repeated measures
on the respective compatibility effects (i.e., IATv , IATa ,
and IATt0 ; one for each measurement occasion) to investigate whether faking would have an impact on those IAT
effects. Second, to take a closer look at the results, we additionally computed 3 (measurement occasion) × 3 (experimental group) ANOVAs with repeated measures on the parameters (i.e., parameters v , a, and t0 ; one for each measurement occasion) separately for the compatible and incompatible phases in each case. For all ANOVAs, we used
Bonferroni-adjusted post hoc analyses.

F (3.77, 149.04) = 26.31, p < .001, ω 2 = .54, was large

To reduce complexity, we hereafter refer to parameters
and IAT effects that were obtained with EZ as EZ-based parameters and EZ-based IAT effects and to those that were
obtained with fast-dm as fast-dm-based parameters and
fast-dm-based IAT effects. To determine whether faking
affected IATv , IATa , and IATt0 when computed with
the EZ diffusion model parameters, we computed 3 (measurement occasion) × 3 (experimental group) repeatedmeasures ANOVAs separately for IATv , IATa , and IATt0 .
To take a closer look at the results, we additionally computed 3 (measurement occasion) × 3 (experimental group)
repeated-measures ANOVAs separately for parameter v ,
parameter a, and parameter t0 and separately for the compatible and incompatible phases for each parameter (for
a total of six ANOVAs). To facilitate the comparisons of the
results between EZ and fast-dm, Table 2 shows the main effects and interaction effects with the corresponding effect
sizes for the EZ-based as well as for the comparisons with
the fast-dm-based IAT effects and parameters. Corresponding between- and within-group comparisons can be found
in Tables 3, 4, and 5.

in size and signiﬁcant, whereas the main effects of group,
F (2, 79) = 2.13, p = .126, ω 2 = .03, and measurement
occasion, F (1.89, 149.04) = 1.28, p = .281, ω 2 = .01,
were nonsigniﬁcant. The expected interaction effect was
comparably strong between the EZ-based and the fast-dmbased IATv (i.e., large effect each time). Congruent with
the results for the fast-dm-based IATv (Röhner & Ewers,
2016b), the naı̈ve faking of low and high scores and the
informed faking of high scores had an inﬂuence on the
EZ-based IATv (i.e., IATv increased or decreased in accordance with the requested faking direction; low or high
scores, respectively; see Table 3; Figure 2). Also in line with
the results for the fast-dm-based IATv , the impact on the
EZ-based IATv was more pronounced under naı̈ve than
under informed faking. Unexpectedly, the informed faking of low scores also had an impact on the EZ-based IATv
(i.e., it signiﬁcantly increased), which was not the case for
the fast-dm-based IATv .
Similar to the results from previous analyses driven by
the fast-dm-based parameters v in the compatible phase,
for the EZ-based parameters v in the compatible phase, the
main effects of measurement occasion, F (1.98, 156.61) =
35.47, p < .001, ω 2 = .45, and group, F (2, 79) =
8.99, p < .001, ω 2 = .16, as well as the interaction effect, F (3.97, 156.61) = 59.45, p < .001, ω 2 = .74, were
signiﬁcant (Table 2). Comparing the effect sizes on a descriptive level, they were somewhat larger for the EZ-based
parameters (i.e., large) than for the fast-dm-based parameters (i.e., medium to large). Also similar to the results for
the fast-dm-based parameter (Röhner & Ewers, 2016b), for
the EZ-based parameter v in the incompatible phase, the
main effects of measurement occasion, F (1.92, 151.69) =
22.61, p < .001, ω 2 = .34, and the interaction effect,
F (3.84, 151.69) = 5.34, p = .001, ω 2 = .17, were signiﬁcant. The main effect of group, F (2, 79) = 4.07, p =
.021, ω 2 = .07, was signiﬁcant for the EZ-based parameter
v in the incompatible phase, but has been nonsigniﬁcant
for the fast-dm-based one. Again, the effect sizes for the
EZ-based parameters were somewhat larger, ranging from
medium to large, compared with the fast-dm-based parameters, which ranged from small to medium.
Taken together, EZ and fast-dm led, as expected, to very
comparable results regarding the impact of faking on IATv
and parameters v in the compatible and incompatible IAT
phases, whereby the effect sizes were descriptively somewhat more pronounced when EZ was used.

Effects of faking on the EZ-based IATv

Effects of faking on the EZ-based IATa

As expected, the results were very similar to the results
that were obtained for the fast-dm-based IATv (see Table 2). For the EZ-based IATv the interaction effect,

Regarding the EZ-based IATa , the main effect of group,
F (2, 79) = 5.18, p = .008, ω 2 = .09, and the interaction,
F (3.89, 153.72) = 8.33, p < .001, ω 2 = .26, were medium

Power analyses
To estimate the power of our analyses, we used G*Power
3.1.9.2 (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, & Buchner, 2007). Post hoc
power analyses with N = 82 and estimated correlations
between measurements of r = −.18 and r = .24 revealed
that a repeated-measures ANOVA had more than 83% (.825
and .961) power to detect a moderate effect size. The correlations of r = −.18 and r = .24 represent the minimum
and maximum values of correlations within measurement
occasions that we obtained for the respective compatibility
effects (see Table 1).
Results
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Correlations Within Measurement Occasions for the EZ-Based IAT-Effects

IATv

IATv

MO
B
R/NF
R/IF

B
–
.24 *
.21

MO
B
R/NF
R/IF

B
–
.22 *
.14

MO
B
R/NF
R/IF

B
–
.06
.02

R/NF
.24 *
–
–.18

R/IF
.21
–.18
–

IATa

IATa

R/NF
.22 *
–
–.12

R/IF
.14
–.12
–

IATt0

IATt0

R/NF
.06
–
.04

R/IF
.02
.04
–

Note. MO represents measurement occasion; B represents baseline; R/NF represents retest/naı̈ve faking; R/IF represents retest/informed faking; N = 82; p < .05, two-tailed.

to large in size and signiﬁcant, whereas the main effect
of measurement occasion, F (1.95, 153.72) = 0.73, p =
.479, ω 2 = .00, was nonsigniﬁcant. This was, as hypothesized, quite comparable to what was found for the fast-dmbased IATa . The expected interaction effect was descriptively somewhat larger for the EZ-based IATa (i.e., large)
than for the fast-dm-based IATa (i.e., medium). In line
with the results for the fast-dm-based IATa , the EZ-based
IATa expectedly was not impacted by the naı̈ve faking of
low and high scores (see Table 4; Figure 3) and expectedly
decreased signiﬁcantly when informed participants were
asked to fake low scores. Interestingly, the EZ-based IATa ,
in contrast to the fast-dm-based IATa , also increased signiﬁcantly when informed participants were asked to fake
high scores.
For the EZ-based parameter a in the compatible phase, the main effect of measurement occasion,
F (1.87, 147.44) = 27.55, p < .001, ω 2 = .38, and the interaction effect, F (3.73, 147.44) = 3.52, p = .011, ω 2 =
.10, were medium to large in size and signiﬁcant. The main
effect of group, F (2, 79) = 1.14, p = .324, ω 2 = .00, was
nonsigniﬁcant. For the EZ-based parameter a in the incompatible phase, the main effect of measurement occasion,
F (1.91, 151.19) = 37.49, p < .001, ω 2 = .46, and the interaction effect, F (3.38, 151.19) = 3.86, p = .006, ω 2 =
.11, were medium to large in size and signiﬁcant. The
main effect of group, F (2, 79) = 0.22, p = .806, ω 2 = .00,
remained nonsigniﬁcant. The results are mostly comparable to what was found with the fast-dm-based analyses.
With respect to the effect sizes, the EZ-based parameters
for the compatible and incompatible phases were mostly

somewhat higher (i.e., medium to large) than they were
for the respective fast-dm-based parameters (i.e., small to
medium). The results of the between- and within-group
comparisons for the EZ-based parameter a document the
inﬂuence of the informed faking of low and high scores on
IATa . The informed faking of low scores and high scores
led to a mostly signiﬁcant decrease in the EZ-based parameter a in the compatible phase and in the incompatible
phase (see Table 4).
Summing up, as expected, the results regarding IATa
and parameter a in the compatible and incompatible IAT
phases were very comparable between fast-dm and EZ. As
was the case for IATv , the impact on IATa was more pronounced when computed with the EZ-based parameters.
Effects of faking on the EZ-based IATt0
The differences between the EZ-based IATt0 and the fastdm-based IATt0 were larger (Table 2). Unexpectedly and
in contrast to the analyses for the fast-dm-based IATt0 , for
the EZ-based IATt0 , the main effect of group, F (2, 79) =
9.66, p < .001, ω 2 = .17, and the interaction effect,
F (3.93, 155.39) = 9.23, p < .001, ω 2 = .28, were large
in size and signiﬁcant. The main effect of measurement
occasion, F (1.97, 155.39) = 0.93, p = .395, ω 2 = .00, was
nonsigniﬁcant. Accordingly, effect sizes for the signiﬁcant
effects were comparably higher for the EZ-based IATt0
than for the fast-dm-based IATt0 analyses (i.e., large vs.
small to medium). The results for the between- and withingroup comparisons (see Table 5; Figure 4) might explain
why there were differences. Congruent with the results
obtained for the fast-dm-based parameters (Röhner & Ew-
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The means with corresponding error bars for the EZ-based IATv and for the EZ-based parameters v in the
compatible and incompatible IAT phase, as well as for the fast-dm-based IATv and for the fast-dm-based parameters v in
the compatible and incompatible IAT phase.

Figure 2

ers, 2016b), there were no signiﬁcant differences between
and within the groups on the EZ-based IATt0 under the
naı̈ve faking of high and low scores. However, by contrast,
there were signiﬁcant differences between and within the
groups on the EZ-based IATt0 under the informed faking
of high and low scores. The informed faking of high scores
led to a signiﬁcant increase in the EZ-based IATt0 whereas
the informed faking of low scores led to a signiﬁcant decrease in it.
The results for the EZ-based parameter t0 in the
compatible and incompatible phases also differed from
those obtained with the fast-dm-based parameter t0 in
the compatible and incompatible phases (Table 2). For
the EZ-based parameter t0 in the compatible phase, the
main effect of measurement occasion, F (1.92, 151.25) =
9.83, p < .001, ω 2 = .17, and the interaction effect,
F (3.83, 151.25) = 16.25, p < .001, ω 2 = .42, were
signiﬁcant and large in size. The main effect of group,

F (2, 79) = 2.56, p = .083, ω 2 = .04, was nonsignificant. For the EZ-based parameter t0 in the incompatible phase, the main effects of measurement occasion,
F (1.88, 148.68) = 12.26, p < .001, ω 2 = .21, and
group, F (2, 79) = 4.41, p = .015, ω 2 = .08, were signiﬁcant and medium to large in size. The interaction,
F (3.76, 148.68) = 1.39, p = .242, ω 2 = .02, remained
nonsigniﬁcant. Consequently, the effect sizes were also
comparably higher for the EZ-based parameter t0 than for
the fast-dm-based parameter t0 .
The impact of the informed faking of low and high
scores on EZ-based IATt0 was also visible in the betweenand within-group comparisons for the EZ-based parameter t0 (Table 5). The informed faking of high scores led to
a signiﬁcant increase in the EZ-based parameter t0 in the
incompatible phase and to a nonsigniﬁcant but descriptive
decrease in the EZ-based parameter t0 in the compatible
phase (see Table 5). The informed faking of low scores led
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The means with corresponding error bars for the EZ-based IATa and for the EZ-based parameters a in the
compatible and incompatible IAT phase, as well as for the fast-dm-based IATa and for the fast-dm-based parameters a
in the compatible and incompatible IAT phase.
Figure 3

to a signiﬁcant increase in the EZ-based parameter t0 in
the compatible phase and a signiﬁcant increase in the EZbased parameter t0 in the incompatible phase.
Thus, although the results were mostly similar between
the EZ-based and the fast-dm-based IATt0 , they differed
with respect to one condition (i.e., the informed faking condition). IATt0 was impacted when it was computed with
the EZ-based t0 parameter but not when it was computed
with the fast-dm-based t0 parameter.
Discussion
Are diffusion model analyses when run with EZ helpful for
analyzing and interpreting IAT results? We conducted this
study to try to answer this question. The results showed
that as hypothesized, diffusion model analyses, when computed with EZ, deliver results that are quite comparable to
those obtained with fast-dm (Röhner & Ewers, 2016b). EZ

thereby seems to be somewhat more powerful in detecting
the impact of faking on parameters a and t0 and the corresponding IAT effects. The results underpin the advantages
of using diffusion-model-based IAT effects in order to obtain a more ﬁne-grained picture of the components of the
IAT result.
Faking impacts the EZ-based IATv
As expected, the EZ-based IATv was impacted by faking
under the naı̈ve faking of low and high scores as well as
under the informed faking of high scores. These results
are identical to the results found by Röhner and Ewers
(2016b) who used the fast-dm-based IATv for their analyses. In contrast to Röhner and Ewers’ (2016b) results and
thus unexpectedly, IATv was also somewhat impacted by
the informed faking of low scores. In addition, the effects
in general increased somewhat when the EZ parameters
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The means with corresponding error bars for the EZ-based IATt0 and for the EZ-based parameters t0 in the
compatible and incompatible IAT phase, as well as for the fast-dm-based IATt0 and for the fast-dm-based parameters t0
in the compatible and incompatible IAT phase.
Figure 4

instead of the fast-dm parameters were used. Both observations might be explained by research that demonstrated
that EZ provides a very powerful test of simple experimental effects (Van Ravenzwaaij et al., 2016) and that fast-dm,
when compared with EZ, sometimes yields smaller differences between experimental conditions than actually exist
(Van Ravenzwaaij & Oberauer, 2009).
The results replicate previous ﬁndings and emphasize
that it is not yet possible to simply separate construct- and
faking-speciﬁc variance from each other by using diffusion model analyses. Replicating the ﬁnding that parameter v and thus IATv are affected by faking also underpins
the idea that faking might to some extent result from temporary changes in people’s accessible mental associations
(i.e., People can try to take on the role of an extraverted
person by telling themselves: “While taking this test, I will
be an extraverted person” or the role of an introverted person by telling themselves: “While taking this test, I will

be an introverted person”; see Röhner & Ewers, 2016b).
Such temporary mental associations may be helpful for
faking by causing a temporary change in mental associations. This change in mental associations might be one
component of successful faking on the IAT because it inﬂuences the ease of decision-making on the IAT. Because people’s faking intentions contribute to the ease of decisionmaking (i.e., parameter v ), under faking, IATv contains
construct-related variance and faking-related variance.
Informed, but not naı̈ve faking, impacts the EZ-based

IATa
Congruent with the results found by Röhner and Ewers
(2016b) who used the fast-dm-based IATa for their analyses, the EZ-based IATa was not impacted by faking attempts under the naı̈ve faking of low and high scores. Also,
as expected, it was impacted by faking attempts under the
informed faking of low scores. Incongruent with the re-
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sults that occurred when the fast-dm-based IATa was used
(see Röhner & Ewers, 2016b), the EZ-based IATa was also
impacted by the informed faking of high scores. Although
somewhat surprising, this difference might again be explained by the higher statistical power that is associated
with EZ (see Van Ravenzwaaij et al., 2016).
Actually, the impact of faking on IATa is in line with
the theoretical assumption that faking strategies (i.e., the
acceleration or slowing down of reaction times in certain IAT phases; see Röhner et al., 2013) might be caused
by the adaption of speed-accuracy settings (see Fiedler &
Bluemke, 2005). To fake low, fakers might slow down
on the compatible phase by applying a higher response
caution on that phase than on the incompatible one (see
Fiedler & Bluemke, 2005; Klauer et al., 2007). This results in
a higher parameter a in the compatible phase, a lower parameter a in the incompatible phase, and thus, a decreased
IATa . To fake high scores, fakers might do exactly the opposite, which leads to an increased IATa . This is exactly
what the results of the current study look like –at least for
informed faking. These changes in IATa emphasize that
when people know how to fake the IAT, not only IATv but
also IATa is impacted, thus giving researchers some indication about faking. Given that the D measure does not
give any hints about faking, the current results suggest a
clear beneﬁt of diffusion-model-based IAT effects. Naı̈ve
faking did not impact IATa , a result that underpins the
idea that naı̈ve and informed faking are implemented by
participants in different ways (see Röhner & Ewers, 2016b;
see also Röhner et al., 2013).
Informed, but not naı̈ve faking, impacts the EZ-based

IATt0
Identical to Röhner and Ewers’ (2016b) results from the
fast-dm-based IATt0 , the EZ-based IATt0 was not impacted by faking under the naı̈ve faking of low and high
scores. It is interesting that the EZ-based IATt0 , in contrast
to the fast-dm-based IATt0 , was impacted by the informed
faking of low and high scores. The impact of informed faking on IATt0 might have been somewhat underestimated
with fast-dm (see Van Ravenzwaaij & Oberauer, 2009). Besides this statistical explanation, the ﬁnding is also in line
with theoretical assumptions that faking strategies might
be caused by motor-response adaptions that occur outside
of the actual decision process (see Klauer et al., 2007). To
fake low, fakers might slow down on the compatible phase
by delaying their response execution in that phase more
than in the incongruent one, resulting in a higher t0 parameter in the compatible phase than in the incompatible
phase and thus a decreased IATt0 (see Röhner & Ewers,
2016b). To fake high scores, fakers might do exactly the opposite, thus resulting in an increased IATt0 (see Röhner &

Ewers, 2016b). The results of the current study support this
idea, at least for informed faking and supports previous assumptions that when people know how to fake the IAT, not
only IATv but also IATt0 is impacted, giving researchers
some indication of faking, which again points to the clear
beneﬁt of using diffusion-model-based IAT effects. Naı̈ve
faking did not impact IATt0 , a ﬁnding that again highlights the idea that naı̈ve and informed faking are implemented by participants in different ways (see Röhner &
Ewers, 2016b; see also Röhner et al., 2013).
Limitations
Of course the current study is limited by the fact that we
used only one IAT that measured the construct of extraversion. Thus, the results should be replicated with IATs that
measure other constructs. In addition, we used only the
EZ diffusion model here. Of course, other diffusion model
tools have been proposed as well (e. g., HDDM, Wiecki et
al., 2013; HDM, Vandekerckhove et al., 2011). However,
these tools require more knowledge about diffusion models than EZ, which is quite accessible even to novices in diffusion modeling. Because our goal here was to investigate
whether the easiest tool would help us better understand
IAT results, we thus constrained ourselves to EZ.
Summary and conclusion
To summarize, the IAT is a very prominent measure
(Bosson et al., 2000; Rudolph et al., 2008) that is often used
by researchers to assess implicit associations and that is
very popular among nonscientists because of its presence
in the media (for an example, see Nosek, 2007). The latter seems problematic as faking becomes easier and more
likely when test takers have greater knowledge about the
test procedure (see, e. g., Dalen, Stanton, & Roberts, 2001).
It is thus no wonder that the fakeability of the IAT has been
well-documented (e. g., Fiedler & Bluemke, 2005; Röhner
et al., 2011, 2013; Steffens, 2004) especially for the situation in which participants are informed about how the IAT
works (i.e., informed faking; see, e. g., Röhner et al., 2011).
The IAT is often used to assess socially stigmatized associations that might motivate people to fake (e. g., Agerström
& Rooth, 2011; Banse et al., 2010; Banse et al., 2001; Carlsson & Björklund, 2010; Gray et al., 2005; Greenwald & Banaji, 1995; Greenwald et al., 1998; Latu et al., 2011). Thus,
faking is a serious problem not only because faking is possible and even likely but also because people are likely to
have knowledge about how to fake. The D measure includes different components such as the strength of implicit association but also the impact of faking that cannot
be decomposed. The diffusion model, although admittedly
much more complex than the D measure, has been shown
to represent one possible way to better comprehend the
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factors that are associated with the IAT effect (see Klauer
et al., 2007; Röhner & Ewers, 2016b).
What do our results mean for researchers who might
be willing to (re-)analyze their IAT data with diffusion
model analyses in applied settings (i.e., where faked data
are not separated from nonfaked data by group assignment)? Does using IATv instead of the D measure automatically adjust for faking? No, it is not yet possible to use
IATv instead of the D measure to produce an IAT measure
that is automatically adjusted for faking. In replicating
previous results that were obtained with the fast-dm tool
(Röhner & Ewers, 2016b), the present study demonstrated
that faking has an impact on IATv . Does faking somehow stand out when diffusion-model-based IAT effects are
used? Yes, with diffusion model analyses, some indications
of faking are given. As was already shown for fast-dm
(Röhner & Ewers, 2016b), IATa might provide some indication of faking under informed faking conditions when
computed with EZ. In addition to previous ﬁndings, EZ indicates an impact of informed faking on IATt0 . For example, unusually high or low values on IATa and IATt0 may
indicate that participants did not follow the standard instructions for the IAT. Is it advantageous to use diffusion
model analyses? Yes, the present study underscores the
idea that using diffusion model analyses to compute the
diffusion-model-based IAT effects is quite helpful for getting a better idea about the components that comprise IAT
results. Basic research in particular might proﬁt from IAT
effects for which researchers at least attempted to separate
different sources of variance from each other. For example, if one wants to assess socially stigmatized associations
with the IAT, it might be advantageous not only to compute
the D measure but also the diffusion-model-based IAT effects to get a better impression of the to-be-measured association, the speed-accuracy setting, and the processes that
underlie faking.
With fast-dm, and as shown in this study also with EZ,
there are at least two tools that researchers can use to
analyze their IAT data in a more detailed manner, tools
that even allow them to get some ﬁrst indications of faking. Both tools yield quite comparable results, whereby EZ
might be the easiest way and, under some conditions, also
the more powerful.
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Group
MO
Interaction
Group
MO
Interaction

Group
MO
Interaction
Group
MO
Interaction

2.00
1.97
3.93
2.00
1.85
3.69

79.00
155.39
155.39
78.00
143.98
143.98

df d

df n

df d

df n
79.00
153.72
153.72
78.00
129.96
129.96

79.00
149.04
149.04
78.00
147.67
147.67

2.00
1.89
3.77
2.00
1.89
3.79

2.00
1.95
3.89
2.00
1.67
3.33

df d

df n

.395
<.001
.251
.021
.095

<.001

p

IATt0
F
9.66
0.93
9.23
1.41
4.10
2.06

.008
.479
<.001
.001
.014
.004

p

IATa
F
5.18
0.73
8.33
7.84
4.82
4.50

.126
.281
<.001
.335
.030
<.001

p

2.13
1.28
26.31
1.11
3.67
16.91

IATv
F

.17
.00
.28
.01
.07
.04

ω2

.09
.00
.26
.14
.07
.13

ω2

.03
.01
.54
.00
.06
.43

ω2

2.00
1.92
3.83
2.00
1.75
3.49

df n

2.00
1.87
3.73
2.00
1.48
2.95

df n

2.00
1.87
3.73

78.00
4.90
.010
145.57 13.11 <.001
145.57 25.44 <.001
a compatible IAT phase
df d
F
p
79.00
1.14
.324
147.44 27.55 <.001
147.44
3.52
.011
78.00
2.94
.059
115.13
1.30
.271
115.13
4.05
.009
t0 compatible IAT phase
df d
F
p
79.00
2.56
.083
151.25
9.83
<.001
151.25 16.25 <.001
78.00
0.51
.602
136.25
2.70
.078
136.25
0.83
.493

v compatible IAT phase
df d
F
p
2.00
79.00
8.99
<.001
1.98 156.61 35.47 <.001
3.97 156.61 59.45 <.001

df n

.04
.17
.42
.00
.04
.00

ω2

.00
.38
.10
.04
.01
.10

ω2

.16
.45
.74
.09
.22
.53

ω2

2.00
1.88
3.76
2.00
1.85
3.69

df n

2.00
1.91
3.38
2.00
1.89
3.78

df n

2.00
1.92
3.84
2.00
1.92
3.83

df n

79.00
4.07
.021
151.69 22.61 <.001
151.69
5.34
.001
78.00
2.25
.112
149.34
4.68
.012
149.34
2.67
.036
a incompatible IAT phase
df d
F
p
79.00
0.22
.806
151.19 37.49 <.001
151.19
3.86
.006
78.00
4.73
.012
147.50
4.90
.010
147.50
2.05
.094
t0 incompatible IAT phase
df d
F
p
79.00
4.41
.015
148.68 12.26 <.001
148.68
1.39
.242
78.00
0.27
.761
143.93
1.49
.230
143.93
0.84
.497

v incompatible IAT phase
df d
F
p

.08
.21
.02
.00
.01
.01

ω2

.00
.46
.11
.08
.08
.05

ω2

.07
.34
.17
.03
.08
.07

ω2

Note. FD represents Fast-dm; MO represents measurement occasion; df n represents the degrees of freedom in the numerator; df d represents the
degrees of freedom in the denominator; N = 82 when EZ was used; N = 81 when fast-dm was used.

FD

EZ

FD

EZ

FD

Effect
Group
MO
Interaction
Group
MO
Interaction

Main Effects and Interaction Effects With the Corresponding Effect Sizes for the EZ-Based and the fast-dm-Based IAT-Effects and Parameters
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Control group
M (SD)
–0.04a1 (0.05)
–0.55a1 (0.99)
–0.04a1 (0.06)
–0.40a1 (1.01)
–0.03ab1 (0.08)
–0.75ab1 (1.17)

IATv
Faking LH
M (SD)
–0.03a1 (0.06)
–0.41a1 (0.95)
0.06b2 (0.07)
0.87b2 (1.21)
–0.07b3 (0.06)
–1.30b3 (1.76)

Faking HL
M (SD)
–0.03a1 (0.06)
–0.42a1 (1.04)
–0.08a2 (0.07)
–1.30c2 (1.46)
0.01a3 (0.08)
–0.12a1 (1.35)

v compatible IAT phase
Control group
Faking LH
Faking HL
M (SD)
M (SD)
M (SD)
0.19a1 (0.04)
0.19a1 (0.06) 0.19a1 (0.07)
2.14a1 (0.80)
2.08a1 (0.88) 2.22a1 (1.12)
0.20a12 (0.05)
0.02b2 (0.09) 0.22a2 (0.07)
2.20a1 (0.73)
0.08b2 (0.95) 2.80a2 (1.54)
0.22a2 (0.06)
0.24a3 (0.06) 0.17b1 (0.07)
2.65a1 (1.29)
2.84a3 (1.70) 1.93a1 (1.26)

v incompatible IAT phase
Control group
Faking LH
Faking HL
M (SD)
M (SD)
M (SD)
0.16a1 (0.04)
0.16a1 (0.05) 0.16a1. (0.04)
1.59a1 (0.54)
1.68a1 (0.78)
1.80a1 (0.65)
0.16a12 (0.04)
0.09b2 (0.10)
0.14a1 (0.06)
1.80a1 (0.81)
0.95b2 (1.58)
1.50a1 (0.94)
0.19a2 (0.06)
0.16a1 (0.06) 0.19a2. (0.05)
1.90a1 (0.81)
1.54a1 (0.86)
1.80a1 (0.89)

Note: FD represents Fast-dm; MO represents measurement occasion; B represents baseline; R/NF represents retest/naı̈ve faking; R/IF represents retest/informed faking; Faking LH represents the faking condition in which low scores were faked ﬁrst and then high scores were faked; Faking HL represents the faking condition in
which high scores were faked ﬁrst and then low scores were faked; N = 82 (i.e., n = 28 in the control group, n = 26 in the LH faking condition, and n = 28 in the
HL faking condition) when EZ was used; N = 81 (i.e., n = 28 in the control group, n = 25 in the LH faking condition, and n = 28 in the HL faking condition) when
fast-dm was used; numbers were rounded to two decimal places; different alphabetic subscripts indicate signiﬁcant differences between experimental groups (i.e.,
columns); different numeric subscripts identify signiﬁcant differences between measurement occasions (i.e., rows) at p < .05 (except the two measurement occassions with a “.”, which have no signiﬁcant differences from each other). The content of the fast-dm-related parts of this table was reprinted from Röhner and Ewers
(2016b). Copyright 2016 by the Psychonomic Society. All rights reserved. Used with permission.

EZ
FD
R/NF EZ
FD
R/IF EZ
FD

B

MO

no. 1

Tool

Post Hoc Comparisons of the Construct-Related IAT Effect (IATv ) and the Construct Parameter v from both IAT phases in the Diffusion Model of the
Extraversion IAT
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Control group
M (SD)
0.01a1 (0.05)
–0.06a1 (1.12)
0.00a1 (0.03)
0.13a1 (0.91)
0.00a1 (0.03)
–0.29a1 (0.72)

IATa
Faking LH
M (SD)
0.01a12 (0.05)
0.13a1 (0.62)
0.01a1 (0.04)
0.17a1 (0.92)
0.04b2 (0.05)
0.37a1 (1.16)

Faking HL
M (SD)
0.00a1 (0.03)
–0.01a1 (0.47)
0.01a1 (0.05)
–0.14a1 (1.01)
–0.04c2 (0.04)
–1.33 b2 (2.06)

a compatible IAT phase
Control group
Faking LH
Faking HL
M (SD)
M (SD)
M (SD)
0.20a1 (0.07)
0.18a1 (0.04) 0.20a1 (0.06)
1.78a1 (0.92)
1.64a1 (0.51) 1.75a1 (0.46)
0.18a1 (0.05)
0.18a1 (0.04) 0.18a2 (0.05)
1.54a1 (0.59)
1.86a1 (0.48) 1.71a1 (0.88)
0.15ab2 (0.05)
0.14a2 (0.03) 0.17b2 (0.04)
1.63a1 (0.74)
1.52a1 (1.10) 2.60b2 (2.07)

a incompatible IAT phase
Control group
Faking LH
Faking HL
M (SD)
M (SD)
M (SD)
0.20a1 (0.05)
0.19a1 (0.05)
0.21a1 (0.06)
1.72a1 (0.72)
1.77a1 (0.50)
1.74a1 (0.49)
0.18a2 (0.04)
0.19a1 (0.05)
0.19a1 (0.06)
1.66a1 (0.84)
2.03a1 (0.90) 1.57a12 (0.48)
0.15ab2 (0.04)
0.17a1 (0.04)
0.14b2 (0.04)
1.34a1 (0.32)
1.89b1 (0.86)
1.28a2 (0.69)

Note: FD represents Fast-dm; MO represents measurement occasion; B represents baseline; R/NF represents retest/naı̈ve faking; R/IF represents retest/informed faking; Faking LH represents the faking condition in which low scores were faked ﬁrst and then high scores were faked; Faking HL represents the faking condition in
which high scores were faked ﬁrst and then low scores were faked; N = 82 (i.e., n = 28 in the control group, n = 26 in the LH faking condition, and n = 28 in the
HL faking condition) when EZ was used; N = 81 (i.e., n = 28 in the control group, n = 25 in the LH faking condition, and n = 28 in the HL faking condition) when
fast-dm was used; numbers were rounded to two decimal places; different alphabetic subscripts indicate signiﬁcant differences between experimental groups (i.e.,
columns); different numeric subscripts identify signiﬁcant differences between measurement occasions (i.e., rows) at p < .05. The content of the fast-dm-related
parts of this table was reprinted from Röhner and Ewers (2016b). Copyright 2016 by the Psychonomic Society. All rights reserved. Used with permission.

EZ
FD
R/NF EZ
FD
R/IF EZ
FD

B

MO

no. 1

Tool

Post Hoc Comparisons of the Response-Caution-Related IAT Effect (IATa ) and the Response-Caution Parameter a from both IAT phases in the
Diffusion Model of the Extraversion IAT.
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Control group
M (SD)
0.03a1 (0.13)
0.04a1 (0.12)
0.04a1 (0.08)
0.02a1 (0.10)
0.04a1 (0.11)
0.06a1 (0.06)

IATt0
Faking LH
M (SD)
0.01a1 (0.11)
0.00a12 (0.07)
–0.05a1 (0.23)
–0.05a1 (0.19)
0.15b2 (0.13)
0.07a2 (0.13)

Faking HL
M (SD)
–0.02a1 (0.14)
0.00a1 (0.09)
–0.01a1 (0.15)
0.02a1 (0.10)
–0.12c2 (0.13)
0.01a1 (0.16)

t0 compatible IAT phase
Control group
Faking LH
Faking HL
M (SD)
M (SD)
M (SD)
0.29a1 (0.12)
0.32a1 (0.09) 0.29a1 (0.16)
0.39a1 (0.09)
0.40a1 (0.05) 0.41a1 (0.09)
0.29a1 (0.10)
0.41b2 (0.18) 0.30a1 (0.12)
0.38a1 (0.07)
0.42a1 (0.14) 0.39a1 (0.09)
0.32a1 (0.13)
0.31a1 (0.08) 0.48b2 (0.15)
0.36a1 (0.08)
0.35a1 (0.08) 0.39a1 (0.19)

t0 incompatible IAT phase
Control group
Faking LH
Faking HL
M (SD)
M (SD)
M (SD)
0.32a1 (0.11)
0.33a1 (0.11)
0.27a1 (0.13)
0.42a1 (0.09)
0.40a1 (0.07)
0.40a1 (0.08)
0.33a1 (0.10)
0.37a1 (0.23) 0.28a12 (0.12)
0.40a1 (0.09)
0.37a1 (0.17)
0.40a1 (0.06)
0.35a1 (0.12)
0.46b2 (0.11)
0.36a2 (0.15)
0.41a1 (0.07)
0.43a1 (0.14)
0.40a1 (0.14)

Note: FD represents Fast-dm; MO represents measurement occasion; B represents baseline; R/NF represents retest/naı̈ve faking; R/IF represents retest/informed faking; Faking LH represents the faking condition in which low scores were faked ﬁrst and then high scores were faked; Faking HL represents the faking condition in
which high scores were faked ﬁrst and then low scores were faked; N = 82 (i.e., n = 28 in the control group, n = 26 in the LH faking condition, and n = 28 in the
HL faking condition) when EZ was used; N = 81 (i.e., n = 28 in the control group, n = 25 in the LH faking condition, and n = 28 in the HL faking condition) when
fast-dm was used; numbers were rounded to two decimal places; different alphabetic subscripts indicate signiﬁcant differences between experimental groups (i.e.,
columns); different numeric subscripts identify signiﬁcant differences between measurement occasions (i.e., rows) at p < .05. The content of the fast-dm-related
parts of this table was reprinted from Röhner and Ewers (2016b). Copyright 2016 by the Psychonomic Society. All rights reserved. Used with permission.

EZ
FD
R/NF EZ
FD
R/IF EZ
FD

B
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